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Abstract.

the main strand of the San Andreas fault, in subduc-

We proposea new method for definingsegmentation tion zones like the Aleutians this is the mega-thrust
of plate boundaries and faults, based on the directions plane. There is strong evidence that these planes slip
of the stress tensor.

Estimates

for these directions

are

obtained by minimizing the averagemisfit between the
theoretical and observedslip directions on fault planes
of earthquake focal mechanisms. The misfit, f, for an
individual earthquake is the parameter we usefor defining the segmentation of plate boundaries. We hypothesize that the stressdirections along plate boundaries,
and faults, are uniform within segments,but different
from other segments. If this is true, a cumulative plot
of f as a function of spacealong strike will show constant, but different, slopesfor each segment. The significanceof the differencebetween segment-slopes
can
be estimated by the standard deviate z-test. Applying this method to the San Andreas fault from the
Carrizo plains to its southern end, we identify quantitatively the same four boundariesbetween segments
as proposed based on non-quantitative tectonic considerations, plus one additional segment boundary. We
interpret the relatively uniform, but segmented, distribution of stress directions as due to the changing
strike, and possibly changingfault surface properties.
Whether great earthquake ruptures, or their major asperities, may terminate at segment-boundaries,should
be determinedalongfaults that recentlygeneratedlarge
earthquakes. This method of defining fault segmentation also allows identification

of volumes with uniform

stress directions, suitable for inversion for stressorientations, with a minimum of computing time. And finally the method affords an alternative estimate of the
significanceof differencesin stressdirections.
Introduction

in responseto stressesunfavorablyoriented according
to the Coulombfracturecriterion(smallratio of shear
to normal stressclampingthe fault) [e.g. 2obacket
al., 1987; Jones,1988; Gillard et al., 1992, 1995]. Little can be learned about the stress-directions

from the

earthquakeslocated on these weak main faults, because
the slip direction is the same for a wide variety of an-

glesbetweenthe greatest(and least) principalstress
and the fault surface[McKenzie,1969]. Most of the
constraint

in inversions for the stress direction

estimate

comesfrom slip on relatively minor faults in the volume
surroundingthe major fault of the plate boundary.
Techniques to invert fault plane solutions for stresstensor orientation

minimize

a measure of the misfit be-

tween the observed and theoretical slip directions on
fault planes, and they assume that the stress-tensor
is uniform

in the

volume

from

which

the data

are

taken. We use the method of Gephart and Fors31th

[1984;Gephart,1990a,b] in whichthe averagemisfit,
F- Eli/" (i- 1, 2...,), is calculatedfrom the sumof
individual misfits, fi, which are defined as the smallest angle of rotation that brings into coincidencethe
observed fault plane and slip direction with the theoretical direction of the shear stress in a theoretical

fault

plane. It is difficult to verify whether the assumption
of uniform stressdirectionis fulfilledin any givendata
set. We have proposed that in some data sets F > 6ø

may indicate that the assumptionis violated, because
F < 6ø, but probablynot more,can be explainedby errorsin the fault parameters[W•tsset al., 1992; Gillard
and W31ss,
1995]. Up to now the selectionof the spatial limits of the data set was done subjectivelybased
on tectonic considerations,suchas clusteringof epicenters, fault strike, style of faulting, and tectonic models
[e.g. Hauksson,1994].In somedata setswenoticedthat
misfitsfrom earthquakeslocatedat the peripheryof the
volumewere often large. In suchcaseswe then adjusted
the dividing plane betweenvolumesfor which separate
inversions were calculated, and found that F was re-

The relationshipof plate boundariesand major faults,
to the stressorientationis important for understanding
seismo-tectonicand faulting processes.These boundaries are not infinitely sharp, but consistof zones,tens
to hundredsof km wide, in which deformation and slip
take place seismicallyand a-seismicallyalong a multi- duced to a level where we could be more confident that
tude of faults, and by flow within the rock mass. Usu- the assumption of uniform stress-directionswas fulfilled
et al., 1992;Neri and
ally a dominant fault is present. In California this is [Gillard et al., 1992, 1995; W31ss
W•tss,1993]. Here we take the first step to developa
method by which we can define quantitatively the extent of volumes with uniform stress-directions.
Copyright1995by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
Our experiment is the following. We hypothesize
Paper number 95GL00074
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segment. The extent of segmentswith homogeneous
stress-directionswill be determined from changesin

SAN ANDREAS

FAULT

36'

slopeof the cumulativemisfit,Ef(•), calculatedbased
on a reference-stress-tensor,which can be an assumed
one approximately fitting the tectonic setting, or it can
be the stress-tensorfitting any segment. Ends of segments will be consideredas defined, if their relatively

35'

-

constantslopesof Xlf(•) is differentfrom that of the
neighboringsegmentabove the 95% confidencelevel,
as judged by the standarddeviate z-test [e.g. Davis,
1973] . The segmentationanalysiswill be considered
successful

if the inversions

for the stress-directions

in

the individualsegments
yield Fi-< 6ø and Fi < F (over
all), wherei is the segmentnumber. Finally the stress
directionswill be estimatedfor eachsegmentseparately
by inversionfrom fault plane solutionswithin a limited Figure 2. Map of southernCalifornia with epicenters
crustal volume along the plate boundary.
of the earthquakesused(dots), and somemain fault
traces. Bars perpendicularto the fault mark segment-

boundariesproposedby Jones[1988].A heavylongbar

Data and Analysis

marks the location of the additional boundary found
by our method. Arrows indicate the direction of the
The cumulativemisfit(Figure1) wascalculatedbased greatest principal stress.

on the fault plane solutionsof Jones[1988],whichinclude all earthquakeswithin 10 km on either side of the
part of the San Andreas fault definedin Figure 2, and

the tensor directions, but some of the differencescould

whichoccurredin the years1978-1985.Jones[1988]di-

not be established at the 95% confidence level.

The cumulative misfit from north-west to south-east,

vided this data set into five sub-setsseparated by four

segment-boundaries
(Figure2), basedon the difference using the Mojave stress-tensoras the reference-tensor,
in strike along the fault, and on separationof epicenter is shownin Figure 1 for all 125 earthquakesin the data
clustersby volumeslacking seismicactivity. Gillard and set. Arrows pointing down mark the locationschosenby

arrowspointW/tzz[1995]followedthis somewhatsubjectivedivision Jones[1988]assegmentation-boundaries;
in their comparison of the strain-directions with stress- ing up mark the locations where we find a highly sigdirections.

Both

of these studies

found

differences

in

nificantchangein slopeof
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Figure 1. Cumulativemisfitas a functionof spacealongthe SanAndreasfault fromnorth-west
to south-east.Arrows pointing down and up mark segmentation-boundaries
proposedby Jor•ez

[1988]and thosefoundby our method,respectively.
Note that the abscissa
is in unitsof event
numbers,which producesa variable distancescale.
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The constancyof slope in individual segmentsis re-

N

markable,andsois the contrastbetweensegments
(Figure 1). We interpretthis to meanthat ourhypothesis
is
correct. Within segmentsof the southernSan Andreas
fault the stressdirections are uniform, giving rise to a
relatively constantmisfit for all earthquakeswithin that
segment,with respectto the slip directionsexpected,
based on the reference-tensor.The strong differencesof
slopebetweenthe segmentsallow us to state with confidence levels above 99% that differences in stress di-

rectionsexist along this part of the San Andreasfault.
This supportsthe conclusions
by Jones[1988].
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All four segment-boundarieschosensubjectively by

Jones[1988]are definedby our quantitativemethod
also(Figure1). In addition,ourmethodfindsa segment
boundary not used by Jones. It occurs at earthquake
number 103. The location of this boundary is marked

by a heavylongbar on the map (Figure2). The over-all
inversion for the Indio segment yields F - 5.1ø. The
average misfit decreasesto F,w = 2.20 and Fse = 4•.8ø
in the north-western and south-easternIndio segments,
respectively, when the data are inverted separately for
the two segments.
Discussion

and

Conclusions

The hypothesiswe set out to test is confirmedby the
results.Segments
of constantslopeof I]f(z) exist,and
the slopesof neighboring
segments
differstrongly(Figure .1). The fact that our quantitativemethodpicks
all four segment-boundaries
proposedby Jones[1988]
basedon commonsensealso supportsour proposalthat
this method is capable of definingthe segmentationof

Figure 8. Lower hemispherestereographicprojections
of the best fitting estimates of the stress-tensordirec-

tionsfor the originalIndio segment(a) and the newly
definedsegmentsnorth-west(b) and south-east(c).
The best estimates of the greatest and least principal
stressesare labeled as trl and tr3, respectively. Circles
and squaresshow stressdirectionsnot distinguishable
from the best estimate at the 95% confidence level for

trl and tr3, respectively.

faultsin a meaningfulway. We proposethat ourmethod
is superiorto judgmentby inspection,becauseit identified an additionalsegment-boundary.
However,Jones's
conclusions
are not changedby our results. We only
introducea refinementin finding an additional boundary and movingslightlyto the eastthe point wherethe
greatestprincipalstresschanges
directionfrom approximatelyNS to N25E (Figure2).
Comparingthe stresstensor directionsfor the two
new segmentsto the estimatefor the originalsegment

dent that a differenceexists, but we do not know which

(Figure3), we find that the resultsin oneof the new
segments
is not different,and in the otherit is different

have to be clarified.

from the original result. Although the two solutionsin
the new segmentsare not confinedwell enoughto be
acceptedas differentat the 95% confidence
level,based
on the methodby Gephartand Forsyth[1984],the differenceis significantat the 99% levelin the cumulative
misfit

curve.

solution from those within the 95% confidence area is

the correct one. Thus, we proposethat the cumulative
misfit method may give us a tool to identify the differencein stressdirectionsbetweenvolumes,whenthe full
inversion for stress-tensor is not well constrained.

Our

approachaddressesa lower informationlevel: a differ-

enceexists,but the directionsare poorlyknown.The
relationshipbetweenthe two methodsof testingthe significanceof apparent differencesin stressdirectionswill
The stressdirectionsalong a weak fault like the San
Andreasare probably controlledto a large degreeby the

presence
of the fault. Joues[1988]pointedout that the
attitude of the greatestprincipal stresswith respectto
the fault surface remained approximately the same, re-

gardlessof changes
in strike. Rebaiet al. [1992]showed
the same for faults in southern France on-variousscales,

The significance
of a differencebetweentwo estimates and they presenteda compellingmodel for theseobserof the stress directions is difficult to asses. We often find
vations. Analysesof segmentationof stressdirections
cases,as that in Figure 3, wherethe best estimatefrom along faults may contribute to understandingthe role
two volumes differ by 200 to 300, but the confidence of faults in modifyingthe local stressfield.
The consequences,
whichsegmentationof plate boundareas[Gepharta•d Forsyth,1984]overlap.In the cumulative misfit approachwe can estimate the difference aries have for the control of large ruptures, are not
betweenthe mean misfit of two segmentsas significant clear to us yet. It seemsreasonableto proposethat
abovethe 95% confidencelevel, but we do not know the major ruptures and their .asperitiesmay terminate at
orientation of the stress-tensor. That is, we are confl- segment-boundaries.In our analysis of the Aleutian
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subduction zone, ends of asperities seem to correlate

with segmentboundariesIL• arid W•ss,19951.Also,we

SAN ANDREAS

FAULT

Gephart, J. W., and D. W. Forsyth, An Improved Method
for Determining the Regional Stress Tensor Using Earthquake Focal Mechanism Data: Application to the San
Fernando Earthquake Sequence, J. Geophys. Res., 89,

seesomecorrelation betweenendsof great ruptures and
segment-boundaries.More information about the level
9305-9320, 1984.
of correlation of these phenomena can only be found by Gillard, D., and M. Wyss, Comparison of strain and stress
a systematic analysis of many plate boundaries.
tensor orientation: Application to Iran and southern CalThe method we proposedhere, to find segmentation
ifornia, J. Geophys. Res., 100, in revision, 1995.
of faults and volumesof uniform stress-directions,needs Gillard, D., M. Wyss, and J. S. Nakata, A Seismotectonic
to be refined.

The

cumulative

misfit

curve

does not

model for western

Hawaii

based on stress- tensor inversion

from fault-plane solutions, J. Geophys. Res., 97, 6629-

bring out the contrast betweensegmentsequally clearly
using any reference-tensor. Using as reference-tensor 6641, 1992.
Gillard, D., M. Wyss, and P. Okubo, Stress and strain tenthe solution for the San Bernardino segmentwe miss
sor orientations in the south flank of Kilauea, Hawaii, esone, using any of the other segment'ssolution we miss
timated from fault plane solutions,J. Geophys.Res., 100,
two

out

of five boundaries.

The

solution

to the en-

tire, heterogeneous,data set affords the poorest resolution of the segment boundaries. We wi]] have to
explore systematically what conditions have to be met
for the reference-tensorto bring out the segmentation
opfima]]y.
In future tests of our hypothesis we plan to use the
sign of the misfit in addition to the absolute value.
We wi]] also expand the method to map the misfits
in two dimensions, so that areas of uniform stress directions can be identified in tectonic settings of diffuse seismicity.In summary, we believe,onceperfected,
this method may provide a tool to map segmentation
along most seismicallyactive plate-boundariesand major faults, and it may be able to define crustal volumes
of uniform

stress directions.
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